Single-Carbon-Nanotube Manipulations and Devices Based on Macroscale Anthracene Flakes.
Because of the outstanding mechanical and electrical properties of carbon nanotubes (CNTs), a CNT-based torsion pendulum is demonstrated to show great potential in nano-electromechanical systems. It is also expected to achieve various manipulations for further characterization and increase device sensitivity using ultrlong CNTs and macroscale moving parts. However, the reported top-down method limits the CNT performance and device size by introducing inevitable contamination and destruction, which greatly hinders the development of single-molecule devices. Here, a bottom-up method is introduced to fabricate heterostructures of anthracene flakes (AFs) and suspended CNTs, providing a nondamaging CNT mechanical measurement before further applications, especially for the twisting behavior, and providing a controllable and clean transfer method to fabricate CNT-based electrical devices under ambient conditions. Based on the unique geometry of CNT/AF heterostructures, various complex manipulations of single-CNT devices are conducted to investigate CNT mechanical properties and prompt novel applications of similar structures in nanotechnology. The AF-decorated CNTs show high Young's modulus (≈1 TPa) and tensile strength (≈100 GPa), and can be considered as the finest and strongest torsional springs. CNT-based torsion balance enables to measure fN-level forces and the torsional spring constant is two orders of magnitude lower than previously reported values.